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Martial Law Survival Guide
Rule #1
Never take the government's word at face value-except when they tell you that they'll kill
you.
Rule #2
KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT!
Do NOT tell anyone anything that could get you in trouble. Assume anything can get you
in trouble, because it probably will. Especially with any government official, but anyone
looking to gaining a favor with the state can and will snitch on you. The rat who would
sell you out for his thirty pieces could be:
*A small businessman looking for a in with the state so he can make money a little easier.
*A former friend who's looking to get some revenge.
*Someone desperate for even some food. Times are tough and will get tougher.
Again, KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT!
Review the remaining rules of surviving MARTIAL LAW with Rule #2 ALWAYS in
mind. Because some rat on two legs you say the wrong thing to WILL snitch to the
"authorities" in exchange for favors or even brownie points… and then you get to find
out how ironclad Rule #1 is. KEEP YOUR BIG MOUTH SHUT!!
Rule #3
ANY AUTHORITY FIGURE IS THE ENEMY! Unless you are waging a war of
liberation-gathering intelligence or spreading disinformation or infiltrating-have no
relation with nor voluntary contact with any soldier, police officer, bureaucrat, or anyone
in authority in private life cooperating with MARTIAL LAW. Review Rule #1: they're
all liars, con artists, hustlers, thieves, murderers. Same goes to any fellow travelers in big
business; they and government have been in the same bed for a century.

Rule #4
YOUR PERSONAL SURVIVAL IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN OBEYING ANY
DICTATE! If you're prohibited from having an item that helps you survive, get the item,
review Rule #2 AND KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT.
If you're prohibited from having extra food, medicine, guns (no brainer) then you will
CACHE your prohibited items in a place where it won't easily be found. Foods, after
properly sealed for storage, and medicines can be placed in hollow spaces in walls,
floorboards, stairs, behind false walls in closets, or even in a hidden underground pantry
dug underneath your foundation or basement.
Firearms are metallic; they can be detected by metal detectors unless you store them deep
underground or in a place they won't think of looking right away… like sealed in wider
metallic tubes, or away from your property. And if you by chance acquire or keep
firearms knowing HOW TO USE THEM (sight alignment, trigger squeeze) and
RELOADING AMMUNITION will be mandatory.
Rule #5
While keeping the above rules in mind ALWAYS HELP OUT THOSE WHO ARE
RESISTING!
They, unlike you, have decided that there's nothing to lose and therefore deserve anyone's
help who's willing to risk their lives. You think MARTIAL LAW is going away on it's
own? Those bastards in black will have a sudden change of heart and do something
worthwhile for a change and not oppress you? I like to dream too…
The VERY LEAST: have extra food, water for resistance fighters, basic medical
supplies, ammo caches (hint, these should be concealed).
A secret room either built from some closet space or under the home can house a couple
of fighting Patriots. Those who fight will need to keep hidden, yet able to communicate
with fellow fighters. You can be an intermediary.
You have skills, like welding, machine tools, chemistry? You can take that secret room
and make weapons, ammo, other things the resistance needs.
You have inside information? Share it. You have videography experience, tools?
Make how-to videos on resisting the theft of your freedoms. You have medical training?
Set up an underground hospital.
Not all Patriots can or should pick up a rifle and blow a traitor's head off. Riflemen
need ammo, food, a place to rest, medical assistance, repairs for their weapons, intel on
their next target. Most of all they and you need each other because a man alone doesn't
stand
a chance. Only by uniting in common cause with all one has to offer can the traitors be
defeated, and Freedom restored to the land.

…If you're not at least giving aid to those helping to liberate you put this article down,
go back to being a victim of government oppression; maybe you can get by being a
pathetic
lackey they'll thieve from and occasionally beat or take sex from.
Rule #6
With the utmost care develop a SURVIVAL NETWORK. This is a group of people with
skills and/or resources who can help each other in areas they would be lacking on their
own. It could be anything from extra food, medicine, repair parts, fuel, transportationwhatever.
In any given neighborhood you can have machinists (weapon makers), medical
personnel, drivers (good knowledge of local roads), gardeners (agriculture
knowledgebase).
Petty bureaucrats secretly opposing martial law are prime candidates to spy, steal, or
commit sabotage.
Computer technicians can hack government systems and create surveillance systems and
guidance packages for missiles.
Construction workers can build secret rooms to hide anything from a arms cache to a
secret factory. People in the media can smuggle cameras and work with computer techs
to: bug enemy meetings, produce freedom media that documents successful means of
resisting and present government atrocities for the reasons why.
Salesmen can "borrow" merchandise from their stores for use-anything and everything is
useful.
Especially useful will be disgruntled cops and military that can provide everything from
intel on raids to weapons to training.
Keep the numbers of your group "small": smaller cells are more difficult to penetrate by
enemy agents and professional snitches. Keeping that in mind, a means of
communication independent from wiretapped phones and audible eavesdropping devices
must be developed amongst you.
Runners can be an athlete or a kid on a bike. They can carry small packages, or notes
with a handy breakable vial of flammable liquid if discovered. With a sealed packet of
potassium chlorate taped to it the gasoline (preferable) will automatically ignite;
otherwise you'll have to actually light that incriminating evidence.
A mail drop can be a home, a hollowed out tree trunk, a hole in the ground, a open fence
pole-anything. Just be sure it's discreetly out of sight of surveillance.

No the SMART SURVIVALIST prepared-and kept his mouth shut about those preps. He
or she never signed federal permit forms for purchases or carry license. He or she
presented a "average American" profile or totally disappeared. Get or find one in your
group and you'll have a literal treasury of know-how and resources to survive… maybe
even start taking back a little?
Rule #7
AVOID GOVERNMENT MONITORING AND CONTROL! Know where the cameras
are and how to avoid them. Know who patrols where, and what routine they follow so as
to avoid contact. Know your snitches and always feed them b.s. if you can't avoid them.
Find ways around checkpoints. Side streets, forest paths, neighbor's yard, railroad tracks,
tunnels; whatever go around to getting from point a to point b without a pack of
government troops searching you, checking your ID. I can't and won't go into detail; how
you find your ways is up to you.
Rule #8
AVOID A GOVERNMENT ROUNDUP. It could be from a disaster, a attack, or even
because they've decided to end the pretense and show you what they really think of you
and your "rights". You'll just wind up in a detention camp where your freedom of
movement and resources will be strictly controlled. That means having a place to go
away from your area, a means to get there, and supplies.
Very difficult to do in a martial law situation, with shortages and rationing at gunpoint.
Remember the victims of Hurricane Katrina; how they were set up to be stranded in New
Orleans by the government? How they were constantly baited with false hope of rescue
for a week after the catastrophe? How they eventually were herded by FEMA into
concentration camps?
You disregard Rule #1, you'll find out.
Get a safe house of your own-a friend or a abandoned home, a empty storefront or even a
patch of woods. When the troops start going street to street, house to house have escape
routes by lesser used streets, trails, whatever. You may have to go on foot, so have a
light backpack with a few days worth of nonperishable food, portable water purifier, a
first aid kit, a light sleeping bag-and your weapon. A mountain bike may be a more
optimal and versatile escape mode than your road-dependent car. Better to be on the run,
desperate-and have your freedom-than be imprisoned in a FEMA slave camp.
* more ideas
Individually, if you have guns, bury spares of your fighting arms, or sell them privately to

new Patriot recruits. This will get easier as deteriorating conditions bring the reality of
our situation home, and the government's conduct in New Orleans make personal
preparation a priority.
Buy lots of ammo, food, medicine, reloading supplies. Get these at gun shows for CASH
ONLY. Go to gun shows while they're still legal!
Find books on basic manufacturing processes-that's vital!
If you have EVER joined a gun group, bought guns and ammo with credit cards, checks,
and/or signed registration forms and permits HIDE AND/OR SELL YOUR EXCESS
GUNS TO MOTIVATED PATRIOTS!
You WILL be searched first on "The Day", and if so much as an empty shell casing's
found you can count on being starved, beaten and raped to death in an internment camp.
Or maybe they'll take you anyway for being on record.
Start driving around: look for abandoned homes, businesses, and roads or trails that'll get
you to them. Caves, forest haunts, old barns, the nastiest trailer in that tired old trailer
park.
When you recruit, don't let them put their names on any forms that could implicate them
in the eyes of the government. Keep their profile low-Patriots will need infiltrators, safe
houses,
Take your Recruits and:
*Toughen them up. Camping, survival courses, hand to hand combat courses. Even
getting them to let their TV gather dust to do… anything will be of benefit.
Demonstrations, projects, meetings, find places to hole up like anything without people
around…
*Shooting, and lots of it! Paintball to teach tactics. A range of some sort for battle
rifle practice. Air guns and required turning in of targets for their own practice-the airsoft
guns are coming along as viable training tools and as soon as they perfect a paintball
that'll cycle through them you should splurge a couple hundred bucks and get some guns
and paintballs.
*Group buy ammo, parts, food, knowledge, a legal fiction to acquire property not under
your own name, nor any connection to you. Have your stashes in several small units
throughout the area you figure you're going to operate. The more the better, and, no one
person should have knowledge of where all the caches are at. A cache should have ammo
for the standard weapon/caliber your group should standardize on. Enough ammo to refill
all your carry mags for a mission. Also, nonperishable food. Should have lots of calories,
carbs, protein. Medical supplies.

